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Opening Ceremony: 08:00 – 10:30 hr.
At Sri Burapha Auditorium, Thammasat University, Thapprachan Campus

08:00 – 08:45 hr.  Registration
08:45 – 09:15 hr.  Opening Remark

Prof. Dr. Somkit Lertpaithoon
Rector, Thammasat University

Assoc.Prof. Dr. Supasawad Chardchawarn
Dean, Faculty of Political Science
Thammasat University

Prof. Dr. Azhari A. Samudra
President
Asia Pacific Society of Public Affairs (APSPA)
Universitas Krinadwipayana

09:15 – 09:45 hr.  Souvenir and Photo Session

09:45 – 10:15 hr.  Keynote Speech

Prof. Dr. Chaiwat Satha-Anand
Professor, Faculty of Political Science
Thammasat University

10:15 – 10:30 hr.  Coffee Break

**Change place from Sri Burapha Auditorium to Faculty of Political Science, Thammasat University**

Sessions 10:30 – 12:00 hr.
At Faculty of Political Science, Thammasat University

1. Room102: Social Media, Network Governance and Open Government

1. The Analysis of Network Governance in The Investment Development of Free Trade Zone and Free Port (KPBPB) Batam (1)
   Ady Muzwardi and Andri Putra Kesmawan
2. Empowering Young Entrepreneur as CSR of Bank Mandiri (21)
   Dea Angkasa Putri Supardi
3. Open Governance, Close Government (Transparency and Participation in Local Governance in the Gowa Regency, Indonesia) (33)
   Andi Luhur Prianto
4. Uses and Influences of Social Media and Networking on the 2016 Election in Iligan City, Philippines (48)
   G. Reble, K. Tabimina and M.J. Mendoza
5. The Influence of Social Media Technologies on The Voting Preferences Among Selected Fourth Year Student Voters of MSU-IIT in The Upcoming 2016 Presidential Election (172)
   Ayana Denisse L. Chan, Sittie Nhurhaena F. Sangca, and Elizabeth L. Codilla
6. The Impact of Computer Literacy and Internet Connectivity Program in Conflict Affected Areas of Mindanao (181)
2. Room 201: Information Technology and Innovation Public Governance

1. The Impact of Information and Communication Technology use to The Change of Work Pattern and Public Service Development in The Cooperative Entrepreneurial (56)
   Rachmawati Novaria

   Neng Suryanti Nengsih, Rendra Setyadiharja, Sharil Budiman, Suherry, and Raja Dachroni

3. Government Communications in Indonesia During the Reformation Era (70)
   Megandaru W Kawuryan, Sukatmi Susantina, and Bintang Rizki Sakinah

   Lalu Delva Galang Abidita, Putri Nurlita, and Rizki Sari Eka Patri

5. Innovative Governance and Politics: The Phenomena of Legislative Heavy in The Formulation of Innovative Policies in Batam City, Indonesia (83)
   Wayu Eko Yudiantama and Dian Prima Safitri

Chairperson/Moderator: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Piyakorn Whangmahaporn

3. Room 403: Civil Society, Social Media, and Participative Governance

1. Pre-Election Surveys and Its Influence in The Voting Preferences: Focus on the 2016 Presidential Elections in The Philippines (82)
   Jeffrey B. Payusan, John Henedee A. Quitara, and Hilton J. Aguja

2. The Dynamicity of Civil Society’ Orientation Shift from Socio-Religious to Political Movement (93)
   Avyn Nur Hermizha

3. Social Media: the Creation of Online “Public Sphere” in Indonesia (94)
   Anwar Kholid and Alim Bubu Swarga

4. E-resistance, Internet Memes and Philippines Politics (96)
   Prince Aian G. Villanueva, Jonalou S.J. Labor, and Dyra Dinah C. Genovaña

5. Faces and Phases of Participation: A Local Experience on Community Resource Management in Southern Philippines (108)
   Eva N. Mendoza and Joy Melyn J. Proquis

Chairperson/Moderator: Dr. Halimah Abdul Manaf
4. Room 404: Culture, Migration, and Community in Public Affairs
   1. Cultural Adaption and Resistance of the Manobo Pulanganon as Reflected in the Binanog Dance (111)
      Bryan Lee D. Celeste
   2. Towards Empowered Community: The Impacts and Challenges in Indonesia (117)
      Murtir Jeddawi and Andi Henry M. Nurdin
   3. Influence of Handedness to the Voting Decisions of the Eligible Voters of CASS and COE, MSU-IIT (119)
      Hilton J. Aguja, French Ronald C. Halapan, and Queenie Pearl V. Tomaro
      Sittie Juhanna M. Pandapatan
   5. Migrants of Dologon: a Documentation of Their Stories, 1956-2014 (122)
      Reldon E. Maliwang and Sittie Juhanna M. Pandapatan
   6. Decommissioning of the Moro Islamic Liberation Front: Prospects and Apprehensions (174)
      David N. Almarez, Trisha Mae K. Deiparine, and Nor-Hidaya M. Mangontawar

Chairperson/Moderator: Dr. Waipote Kulachai

5. Room 405: Communication Technology and Electoral Administration
   1. The Social Media as a Transformative Agent in The Electoral Process (124)
      David N. Almarez and Ajree Malawani
   2. Clash of Clans: a Simulation of Ancient Spartan Wars (128)
      Gamaliel A. Jaramillo and Joy Melyn J. Porquis
   3. Facial Morphometric, Voters’ Facial Preferences and Electoral Outcomes (129)
      Jamairah A. Nagamora, Elika Er Bienes, and Marilou F. Siton-Nanaman
   4. Substantive Participation of Citizen and NGOs in The Upstream Watershed Conservation in Indonesia (130)
      Tri Sulistyaningsih, Sulardi, and Sunarto
   5. Do Information Communication Technology Initiatives have effect on Local Government Bureaucracy Transformation? (132)
      Supardal, Achmad Nurmandi, and Bambang Cipto

Chairperson/Moderator: Asst. Prof. Dr. Theeraphong Bualar

6. Room 406: Current Issues in Public Administration
   1. Community Fisherman Sedati Sidoarjo Governance Through Integrated (142)
      Rachmawati Novaria, Achmad Sjaf’l, and Sukarno Hardjosoejito
2. Globalization and the Arab Spring: The Roles of Technology and Ideology as Precursors to Regime Change in Tunisia and Egypt (143)
   Rachel Mary Anne A. Basas
   Eucil Pabatang-Hussien
4. Concurrent Elections in Indonesian Politics (155)
   Titin Purwaningsih
5. Tourism in Plaridel, MisamisOccidental: Its Implications to Sustainable Development (163)
   Gem Queenie B. Cabiles, Hanz L. Paderanga, and Marilou F. Siton-Nanaman
6. The Innovation Strategy of the Economic Community Empowerment Through Community-Based Tourism Model to Facing of Global Economic Challenges (185)
   Kurnia Nur Fitriana, Sugi Rahayu, and Utami Dewi

Chairperson/Moderator: Assoc. Prof. Sida Sornsri

12:00 – 13:00 hr. Lunch
At Room 103

7. Room 102: Public Innovation/Governance
   1. Strategic Management Tensions in Social Enterprises: The Case of Thailand Social Enterprises (9)
      Bob Doherty and Ada Chirapaisarnkul
   2. On-going Evaluation Based on Street Level Bureaucrats: on Makassar TidakRantasa (MTR) Program (15)
      Nasrulhaq
   3. Perception of the Academic Community about Services "Beatify" at Postgraduate Program State University of Makassar, Indonesia (18)
      Haedar Akib, Muhammad Guntur, and Rudi Salam
   4. Public Private Partnership in Management of Public Facilities in Makassar – Indonesia (20)
      Abdul Mahsyar
      Indah Prabawati and Meirinawati
8. Room 201: Various Issues in Public Administration

1. “Everyone a Changemaker”, or everyone in it for themselves? The motivations of student social entrepreneurs in the UK (10)
   Pathik Pathak

2. The China, Sulu, Cebu Connection: A Preliminary Study on 16th Century Trade Relations (34)
   Trizer Dale Mansueto, Michael Anthony Ngo, and Munap Hairulla

3. History of Barangay Santiago Open Dumpsite of Iligan City: A Cursory study from 1973 to the present (35)
   Manolita B. Olores-Regalado and Jay Rome O. de los Santos

4. Bureaucratic Reformation and Implementing of Good Governance (The Study of Local Government Evaluation in Indonesia) (37)
   Muhadam Labolo and Etin Indrayani

5. The Basic Standard of Obedience toward the Ruler in Javanese Culture (Critical Study of SeratSiriljenarIngkangTulen) (38)
   Aris Fauzan

6. Ynitao and Kanitaw: Looking for Initao in Text and Memory (39)
   Glarry Jun A. Vedra and Marjorie Joy Almario-Magdadaro

Chairperson/Moderator: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Thanyawat Rattanasak

9. Room 403: Politics, Conflict, and Corruption in Public Affairs

1. Impact of Bangsamoro Basic Law on Peace After the Mamasapano Incident: a Comparison of Muslim and Non-Muslim Perception (49)
   Mary Beth Ann O. Odo, Sherifa Rosmia o. Kadi, Lucille A. Bayron, and Sulpecia L. Ponce

2. Conflict Resolution: Applying the Zoning Formula Model to Resolve Biafra Agitation (59)
   Isaac Terungwa Terwase, Asmat-Nizam Abdul-Talib, Ratnaria Wahid, Gloria Samdi, Puldu, Nfor Eric Siben, Olubukola S. Adesina, and Daniel Godwin

3. Political Marketing vs. Political Party in Local Election Bekasi City 2012 (61)
   Nurliah Nurdin

4. Analysis of The Practice of Corruption in Electronic Procurement Service System in The Kepulauan Riau Province (63)
   Rendra Setyadiharja, Ahmad Nurmandi, Junriana, Raja Abumanshur Matridi, and Suyito

5. The Conflicting Issues Between the Corporate Governance Code of SEC and other Legal Regimes in Nigeria (75)
10. Room 404: Evaluation, Effect, and Influence in Public Issues
1. Influence of Organizational Culture and Leadership Style Toward Work Satisfaction and Employee Performance in Institute of Local Government of Bukittinggi (76)
   Ismail Nurdin and Sukree Langputeh
   Connie Fern B. Miranda
   Nor-Aima S. Saro-Dilna, Johaira P. Motalib, Raisa P. Natangcop, and Alinader M. Omar
   Mahfudz
5. Evaluation of The Philippine National Aquasilvi Culture Program (PNAP) in Two Bays in Northern Mindanao (104)
   David N. Almarez, Vanessa Ann V. Jariol, and Ana L. Naul

Chairperson/Moderator: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Soparatana Jarusombat

1. Accountability in Malaysian Local Government: An Employees and Community Perspective (80)
   Halimah Abdul Manaf, Ahmad Martadha Mohamed, and Zainal Md. Zan
2. Internal Colonization the Transformation of the Higaonon Reproductive System (87)
   Jay Rey G. Alovera
3. Of Digital Footprints and Transparency: E-Governance Maturity and Corruption in the Philippines (97)
   Prince Aian G. Villanueva
4. Network Governance: Advancing a New Paradigm in the Administration of Pre-disaster Preparedness in the Philippines (100)
   Reymund B. Flores
5. Implementation of E-Government in Improving Public Services in Temanggung Regency Central Java Province (110)
   Marita Ahdiyana
12. Room 406: Public Administration Issues
1. Collaboration & Partnership: Developing Successor Generation of Development Workers (57)
   Maria Cecilia M Ferolin and Myrna Siose
2. Assessing the Impact of House Rehabilitation Program to Poverty Alleviation in Kepulauan Riau Province (95)
   Riau Sujarwani, Faizal Rianto, Raja Abumanshur Matridi, and Shierly Viani Pratiwi
3. Disability Rehabilitation Services, Employment and Poverty in Indonesia (106)
   Utami Dewi
4. Bureaucracy and Forest Fire in Riau: Discussing on the Implementation of Regulation and Province Budget (113)
   Mega Hidayati
5. The Extent of Solid Waste Management Program: A Study on Select Industries in Iligan City (125)
   Xandelyn Racel R. Baena, Jay Rome O. de los Santos, and Rose F. Langbid

Chairperson/Moderator: Dr. Waiphot Kulachai

14:30 – 14:45 hr. Coffee Break
At Room 103

 Sessions 14:45 – 16:15 hr.

13. Room 102: Good Governance and Leadership
1. Politically Motivated Terrorist Attack: The Case of Butig Incident in Lanao del Sur, Philippines (105)
   Johari K. Hadji Amer and Sulpecia L. Ponce
2. Dependency, Disengagement, and Life Satisfaction: The Challenges Confronting the Elderly of Maramag, Bukidnon, Philippines (127)
   Raquelyn Jumawan-Dadang and Eva Natividad-Mendoza
   Andi Henry M.Nurdin and Andini Radisya Pratiwi
4. Indonesia Readiness in Dealing ASEAN Economic Community (133)
   Hasnan Sumantri and Damianus Oskario Rayadi Asfal
5. Atrocities of Trench Warfare: The Case of Lumads in NorThern Mindanao, Philippines (134)
Jade Harley C. Bretaña and Rona Celeste V. Pasamonte

6. Managing Ethics in Public Sector: Integrity Approaches (188) 
   Prayote Songklin

7. Collaborative Entrepreneur and Collaborative Managers: the New Leadership Roles in Forming and Sustaining Local Government Collaboration (189) 
   Pobsook Chamchong

Chairperson/Moderator: Assoc. Prof. Sida Somsri

14. Room 201: Public Administration and Political Power
    1. Studies on the Analysis of Consumer Loyalty program based customer relationship marketing and corporate image (141) 
       Rachmawati Novaria, Ni Made Ida Pratiwi. Ayun Maduwinarti, 
       Agung Pujianto, Achmad Sjafii, and Sukarno HS
    2. The Political Power in Clash of Clans (COC) Vis-à-Vis The Philippine Concept of Political Power (145) 
       Joy Melyn J. Porquis and Jann Anthony A. Mag-Abo
    3. The Political Symbolism Underlying Video Games: a Case Study of Clash of Clans (146) 
       Joy Melyn J. Porquis and Jindy Dumago
    4. A Simulation of International Relations in The Massive Multiplayer Online Game (MMOG) Clash of Clans (COC) (147) 
       Joy Melyn J. Porquis and Pearl Imy Rose L. Magpulong
    5. A Boom Beach Themed Simulation of Territorial Dispute: The Case of China Versus Philippines (148) 
       Joy Melyn J. Porquis and Salm Kairo C. Dumanlag

Chairperson/Moderator: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Attakrit Patchimnan

15. Room 403: Issues in Public Administration
    1. Food Security Among The Manobo of SabangAagawan, La Paz, Agusan Del Sur (158) 
       Maria Concepcion A. Betaizarm Justine Jay V. Lorca, and Marilou F. Siton-Nanaman
    2. Corruption and Strategy Eradication in Indonesia (159) 
       Irfan Dwi Saputra and Renda Setyadiharja
       Norjanah A. Macmac, Leslie Ann M. Sumagaysay, Marilou F. Siton-Nanaman
    4. The Attitudes of Muslim Students in the College of Arts and Social Sciences, Mindanao State University-Iligan Institute of Technology, Towards The Proposed Bangsamoro Basic Law (164) 
       Naira Dirampatun
5. Perceptions on the Effectiveness of Lakbay-Aral in Relation to Solid Waste Management: a Case in Kapatagan, Lanao Del Norte (165)
Meldgyrie Mae M. Andales, Charisse Rica M. Tiosen, and Perla P. Palomares

6. Perceptions on The Bangsamoro Basic Law of Selected Victims of The 2008 Armed Conflict in Barangay Poblacion, Kolambigan, Lanao del Norte (178)
Dean Irvin B. Dangel, Noriel Sol Andre B. Delicana, and Johnny M. Nebris

Chairperson/Moderator: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Thanyawat Rattanasak


1. Transcending the Binary: Researching Governance as Metagovernance (4)
   Theerapat Ungsuchaval

2. Counter-Terrorism: Theory of Fear Management (22)
   Ruetaitip Chansrakaeo

3. A Doctoral Curriculum of Public Administration in ASEAN: Similarities and Differences between Thailand and Malaysia (26)
   Pratumtip Thongcharoen

4. The Changing Role of EU Policy in The Arab Spring (28)
   Anrenrat Jinda

5. Examining City e-Government 2.0: Social Media and Democratic Governance in Northeast Thailand (152)
   Tatchalerm Sudhipongpracha and Achakorn Wongpreedee

6. Barangay Governance and Administration: it’s Contributions to the Provision of Basic Services in the City of Bayugan, Agusan del sur (183)
   Marecon C. Viray

Chairperson/Moderator: Dr. Waiphot Kulachai

17. Room 405: New Challenges and Global Issues in Public Affairs II

1. Disaster Resiliency Practices among the Residents of Upper Hinaplanon and Santiago, Iligan City (67)
   Elizabeth L. Codilla and Katrina L. Codilla

2. A Peace that Requires War: Tin Ears in the Deep South (86)
   Iain F. Cowie

3. A Comparative Study on The Disaster Risk Governance of The Municipality of Naawan, Misamis Oriental (112)
   Pat Ray M. Dagapioso

4. The Study of Socialization and Integrity Strategy: The Case Study of Local Government (160)
   Thawilwadee Bureekul and Other

5. Best Practice Conflict Resolution between Communities and Companies: A Case study on Palm Oil Industries in Central Borneo, Indonesia. (176)
18. Room 406: New Challenges for Disaster Management

1. Wastes Management Practices of The Flood Prone LGUs in Metro Manila: Basis for a Sustainable Intervention Scheme (13)
   Marlene M. Monterona

2. Review public policies on flood management in Thailand during 1942-2012 (30)
   Nipapan Jensantikul and Chokchai Suttawet

3. Disability Inclusive Disaster Risk Reduction: Lessons from project implementation in Thailand (167)
   Parichatt Krongkant

4. Leadership Characteristics that Enhance Disaster Resilience: Perspectives from Subordinates (168)
   Somporn Khunwishit

5. Nepal Earthquake: Thailand’s Humanitarian Assistance on Public Health and Disaster Medicine (170)
   Tavida Kamolvej

Chairperson/Moderator: Asst. Prof. Dr. Wasan Luangprapat
August 11, 2016

At Faculty of Political Science, Thammasat University

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

08:00 - 09:30 hr.  Registration

Sessions 09.00 - 10.30 hr.

19. Room 102: Leadership and Human Resource Development
   1. Snapshot of Social Welfare Based on the Human Development Index in Polewali Mandar District, Indonesia (17)
      Andi Ismail, Agusnia Hasan Sulur, Haedar Akib, and Rudi Salam
   2. Career Mobility and Gender: A Descriptive Study of Selected DepEd Teachers in Iligan City (32)
      Manolita B. Olores
   3. Influence of Motivation, Competence and Compensation to Performance (72)
      Marthalina
   4. Leadership Capability in The Implementation of The Health Services Program in The Municipality of Balindong, Province of Lanao Del Sur (90)
      Nor-Aima S. Saro-Dilna, Omirah H.Y Batua-an, Nobaisah S. Cali, Hanifah B. Ismael, and Abdulfattah M. Macalaba
   5. The effects of Transformational Leadership Characteristic on Succession Planning Implementation in Public Sector in Malaysia (126)
      Ahmad Martadha Mohamed, Rohana Ahmad, and Halimah Abd Manaf

Chairperson/Moderator: Assist. Prof. Dr. Thunyalak Weerasombat

20. Room 201: Fiscal, Finance, and Budgetary Administration
   1. E-Budgeting Implementation in DKI Jakarta (23)
      Kurniasih Mufidayati
   2. Improving the Academic Performance of Students in the Fiscal and Financial Management Course at Nakhon Pathom Rajabhat University (41)
      Thidarat Suebyart
   3. Asymmetry between Local Budgeting to the Needs of Society: Case Study on Raja Ampat Regency (42)
      Anindita Primastuti
   4. Fiscal Decentralization Policy, Public Sector Efficiency and Economic Growth: An effort to strengthen Good Governance in Bali Province (137)
Gede Eko Putra Sri Sentanu, Malasy Katilayath, and Noviana Daruwati Kusuma Adi

5. Local Bond Issuance of Bangkok Metropolitan Administration: Attempt and Prospect (156)
   Sikarn Issarachaiyos

6. The Integration of Gender Responsive Budgeting in The APBD: Studies in Makassar City Health Department Budget in 2014 (186)
   Nur Khaerah and Dyah Mutiarin

Chairperson/Moderator: Dr. Sikarn Issarachaiyos

21. Room 403: Current Issues in Public Policy

1. Strengthening Capacity Building Efforts to Develop Business “Koperasi” (5)
   Ertien Rining Nawangsari and Herlina Suksmawati

2. Journalistic Skills of the Secondary Students in the Province of Ilocos Sur (6)
   Jocelyn L. Absolor

3. Discourse Competence of Students in State Universities and Colleges (SUCs) of Ilocos Sur, Philippines (7)
   Cynthia M. Carino

4. The Interests Scramble for Gold Mining Management in Banyuwangi Indonesia: a Political Economic Review (8)
   Bayu Mitra Adhyatma Kusuma and Theresia Octastefani

   H. Muhammad Guntur

6. Policy Model of Public Service Based Electronics Through “Sistem Informasi Manajemen Desa Terpadu” (SIMADU) in Margahayu Subdistrict in Bandung Regency West Java, Indonesia (184)
   Dewi Kurniasih, Hetty Hassanah, Tatik Fidowaty, and Hery Dwi Yulianto

Chairperson/Moderator: Assist. Prof. Dr. Theeraphong Bualar

22. Room 404: Public Policy and Policy Implementation

1. Maintaining the Safe Zone: Spiritual Potential and Green Policy (44)
   Marl Joseph A. Gallaza and Rohane M. Derogongan

2. Policy Based Empowerment as Solution to Improve The Welfare and Environment Problems (54)
   Andi Masrich and Asf Syarifudin Yahya

3. The Implementation of Policy of e-ID card Serving in Ngawi Regency (58)
   Eko Budi Santoso and Ardian Kusuma Aji

4. Implementation of Sanitation Clinic Program in East Lombok Regency, Province of West Nusa Tenggara, Indonesia (109)
   Eko Budi Santoso and Baiq Maya Rosita
Alma G. Maranda, Antoniette Zacarina B. Sansona, and Jiddo Andrei G. Maranda

6. Implementation of Spatial Planning Policy in the Development of Sustainable Tourism in South Bengkulu Regency Bengkulu Province (180)
Selvia Junita Praja

Chairperson/Moderator: Asst. Prof. Dr. Tavida Kamolvej

23. Room 405: Policy Enforcement and Health Policy Issues

1. Improving Policy Model of Universal Health Coverage Policy: A Comparison Study between Indonesia and Thailand (116)
Dyah Mutiarin, Suranto, Awang Darumurti, Amporn Tamronglak, and Piyakorn Whangmahaporn

2. The Impact of Enforcement of Paid Plastic Bags Policy Impact Toward Environment and The Solutions (123)
Afni Nooraini and Afif Yahya

3. The Struggle of Midwife Temporary Contract toward the Government Policy in Indonesia (149)
Mia Rosmiati and Eko Priyo Purnomo

4. Classless Health Service": Pro-Poor Policy Innovation in Kulonprogo, Indonesia (166)
Asmarawati Handoyo, Sakir, and Muhammad Eko Atmojo

5. ASEAN Nurse Working and Quality of Life (187)
Kittipoom Visessak

Chairperson/Moderator: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Chira Pratheep

24. Room 406: Organizational Effectiveness and Human Resource Management

1. Performance of the Department of Population and Civil Registration in the service of the birth certificate is located in North Lombok regency, West Nusa Tenggara Province (53)
Raden Wisnu Sumantri

2. Perception of The DENR-EMB Employees on The Implementation of Small-Scale Mining and Other Related Activities in Iligan City (91)
Nor-Aima S. Saro-Dilna, Johaira P. Motalib, Esnainah B. Hadji Ali, and Sonaya B. Hassan

Alma G. Maranda, Paul Ryan Orbe, Arnel I. Filarca, Khalid Angelo C. Manalundong, and Jiddo Andrei G. Maranda

4. The Strategic Model of Human Resources Management in Indonesia: A Case study of HRD Management at the Biro of Health in Sleman, Yogyakarta (150)
Helen Dian Fridayani and Eko Priyo Purnomo

5. A Comparative Study on Talent Management Practices in The Public Sector: Key People, Key Position and Perspective on Exclusiveness (154)
Sunisa Chorkaew

Fatma Sahra Banding

Chairperson/Moderator: Dr. Sunisa Chorkaew

10:30 - 10:45 hr. Coffee Break
At Room 103

Sessions 10:45-12:15 hr.

25. Room 102: Community, Empowerment, and Local Governance

1. Indigenous Poverty Alleviation Strategy for the Autonomous Region in Muslim Mindanao (2)
Sapia Moalam Abadurachman

Marlon Bastareche Lopez and Cecilia Tangian

3. The Prototype Model of Collaboration in the Regional Development Planning in Mamuju District, Indonesia (16)
Khatmah ahmad, Haedar Akib, Fakhri Kahar, and M. Tahir Malik

4. Community Empowerment Through Information (19)
Siti Widharetno Mursalim

5. The Process of Community Organizing and Strategic Factors of Empowerment: The Case of Tcvoai in Iligan City, Philippines (25)
Seprtin John A. Calamba and Maria Cecilia M. Ferolin

6. The Changing of Quality Life of Community and the Preserve of Forest: The Implementation of Community Based Forest Management (CBFM) in Jragum Vilage, Gunungkidul, Yogyakarta Indonesia (177)
Rijal Ramdani and Eko Priyo Purnomo

Chairperson/Moderator: Asst. Prof. Dr. Sataporn Roengtam
26. **Room 201: City and Local Innovation for Public Governance**

1. Strengthening for Decentralization and Government Services in Border Areas and Outer Islands of Indonesia (27)
   Fernandes Simangunsong

2. The Creation of ROSULPIL and Its Significance in Iligan City’s Governance (29)
   Rohane M. Derogongan, Rose F. Langbid, Marwah M. Camama, and Norjannah B. Bao

3. City Innovation, Pekalongan as UNESCO Creative City: Processes, Contexts and Lessons Learned (40)
   Teguh Yuwono and Wahid Abdulrahman

4. The Iligan City Public Plaza: 1965 – 2016 (43)
   Marl Joseph A. Gallaza and Rohane M. Derogongan

5. Pascal Theory in Local Culture Preservation: Reflection Mapalus Culture in Minahasa North Sulawesi Province (45)
   Ade Ayu Astuti and Baiq Desyazizah Destianikitha

Chairperson/Moderator: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Attakrit Patchimnan

27. **Room 403: Education and Public Affairs**

1. The Efforts in Fostering the Early Sense of Fear of Corruption to Students with the Death Education Method (36)
   Azam Syukur Rahmatullah

2. Education Based on Rahnah in Al-Qur’Ān (66)
   Idi Warsah

3. Trends in the Adolescent Delinquency Behavior at the Institute of Islamic Education District Ponorogo (74)
   Syarifan Nurjan, Heru Kurnianto Tjahjono, and Muhammad Nurul Yamin

4. Psychosocial Maturity of the Transnational Education Learners towards School Enculturation (81)
   Saidamin P. Bagolong

5. Volunteer Contribution Especially in Education toward Reduction of Poverty in Yogyakarta (121)
   Soraya Nur Aiana, Helen Dian Fridayani, MH Ainun Maidi, Mandha Adhi Pratama, and Aulia Nur Kasiwi

6. 9 Year Compulsory Education Evaluation In Bojonegoro Regency, East Java Province, Indonesia Year 2015 (175)
   Rupiarsihe

Chairperson/Moderator: Assist Prof. Dr. Theeraphong Bualar
28. Room 404: Childhood and Education in Public Administration/Policy
   1. Basic Education Curriculum in The Division of Ilocossur, Philippines (3)
      Orlando A. Batara
   2. The Indigenous Peoples’ Inclusivity on “Integration through Education” (31)
      Chanda Pearl B. Simeon, Jed B. Otano, and Jamelyn B. Palattao
   3. Youth on Rescue: The Children in Conflict with the Law (CICL) in Northern Mindanao, Philippines (55)
      Marilou F. Siton Nanaman, Sulpecia L. Ponce, and Irene Estrada
   4. The Modern Cultural Issue: an Introduction for The New Social Phenomenon “Child Marriage” in Indonesia (65)
      Juniar Laraswanda Umagapi
   5. Political Economy of Public Service Sector Education Policy in Indonesia (135)
      Hamdan and Agus Muchsin

Chairperson/Moderator: Dr. Rungtip Jantanakul

29. Room 405: Women and Childhood Issues in Public Affairs
   1. Locus of Hope of OFW Children and Non-OFW Children in Select Private High Schools in Iligan City (69)
      Katrina L. Codilla, Cheryl Ann A. Matela, and Jalil E. Quinal
      Rebino B. Batoto and Reymund B. Flores
   3. The Track Record of Social Accountability Poverty Alleviation Women Down Syndrome (118)
      Rina Herlina Haryanti
   4. Real and Present Danger, Child Abuse (139)
      Ane Permatasari
   5. Women in Diplomacy: Status of Filipino Women Diplomats in the Philippines (140)
      Princess Mae S. Chua

Chairperson/Moderator: Assoc.Prof. Dr. Chira Pratheep

30. Room 406: Women, Community, and Equality
      Theresia Octastefani and Bayu Mitra Adhyatma Kusuma
   2. Women in a Threatened Coastal Community in Southern Philippines (47)
      Alyssa Kolin T. Manalastas, Precymar M. Manliguez, and Myrna Jean A. Mendoza
3. Resettled Women and their Households’ Current Conditions and Desired State of Recovery & Resilience: The Case of GK-Shell City in Cagayan de Oro (50)
   Maricon Gellica, Mercy Carrillo, Joice Ann Balicog, and Myrma Jean A. Mendoza
4. Assessment of the Needs and Capacities of Women’s Organizations in Bukidnon, Philippines (107)
   Alisa M. Cabacungan and Eva N. Mendoza
5. Women in Southeast Asian Politics: Struggles and Successes (151)
6. Meranao Women’s Participation in the Local Governance of Marawi City (169)
   Raima Salic Dimaampao

Chairperson/Moderator: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Piyakorn Whangmahaporn

12:15 – 13:15 hr. Lunch
At Room 103

Sessions 13.15 – 14.45 hr.

31. Room 403: Development, Local, and Community Development
1. The Experiences of Internally Displaced Mothers of The Zamboanga Conflict in Joaquin F. Enriquez Memorial Sports Complex, Zamboanga City (51)
   Dinah Shymay L. Luarez and Romeo Cyril M. Balatero
2. Towards Recovery or Subsistence: Effects of USAID Rebuild Reconstruction Projects on Haiyan Survivors in Tacloban Communities (52)
   Danah Dee Quilo, Jen Lacaña, Ferlie Vinche Ulboc, and Myrma Jean Mendoza
3. The Evolution of Ilaga at Kauswagan, Lanao Del Norte towards Peace (60)
   Dianne Basergo, Ma. Cecilia B. Tangian, and Arnel Huilar
4. Community Development with Internalization Maritime Cultural Values in The Kepulauan Riau Province to Strengthen The Maritime Province (64)
   Suhardi Mukhlis and Rendra Setyadiharja
5. Peace and Development Interventions for Communities in The Province of Lanao Del Norte (2011) (68)
   Aisah G. Minukon
6. Empowering the Indigenous Peoples through Education: The RMP-NMR Involvement in the IP Struggle (182)
   Xandelyn Racel R. Baena

Chairperson/Moderator: Dr. Sunisa Chorkaew
32. Room 404: Current Issues in Local Governance

   *Dinah Kendra S. Amarga and Trizer Dale Mansueto*

2. The Effectiveness Local Government for Using E-Government to Provide Citizen Participation in Yogyakarta City (71)
   *Aulia Nur Kasiwi*

3. Implementation of Smart City: Cooperation Improvement among Municipality, Private Sectors, and Communities (73)
   *Etin Indrayani and Gatiningisih*

4. Socio-Cultural and Economic Conditions of the Indigenous Peoples in South Central Mindanao: Focus on Government Ancestral Domain Claims Program (77)
   *Adora M. Alvarez*

5. The Strategy of Head Sub-District for People Empowerment on Community LED Total Sanitation (CLTS) (78)
   *Elvira Mulya Nalien*

Chairperson/Moderator: Asst. Prof. Dr. Sataporn Roengtam

33. Room 405: Local Innovation and Indigenous Politics

1. Innovative Governance in Decentralization Era: The Case of Innovative Programs in Batam City, Indonesia (84)
   *Dian Prima Safitri and Wayu Eko Yudianto*

2. Depok Sub District Sleman Regency Feasibility Analysis Division into City Based on PP NO. 78 Tahun 2007 on Procedures for The Establishment, Abolition, and Regional Unification (85)
   *Pangky Febriantanto*

3. Local Extractive Industry Governance in Decentralization Policy Context (98)
   *Andi Yanuardi and Akmilatul Maghfiroh*

4. Challenges of Local Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises in Facing The ASEAN Economic Community: Case Study of Riau Islands Province – Indonesia (99)
   *Faizal Rianto*

5. Indigenous Agricultural Knowledge and Practices of the Subanens and Their Implications to Climate Change Adaptation and Sustainable Farming (102)
   *David N. Almarez and Ruchie U. Etolle*

Chairperson/Moderator: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Piyakorn Whangmahaporn
34. Room 406: Empowerment and Decentralization in Local Government

1. Conflict Resolution among The Indigenous People of Iligan City (103)
   Lieza Yazmin O. Banaag, David N. Almarez, and Fatimah Joy S. Almarez

2. Empowerment of Traditional Art Communities in Toli-Toli Regency, Province of Central Sulawesi, Indonesia (136)
   Eko Budi Santoso and Ekayatri

3. The Role of Local Government for Developing BauNyale Culture Festival in Central Lombok Regency, Lombok Island, Indonesia (138)
   Nina Nur Pratiwi and Dwi Wahyu Kusuma Dewi

4. Local Management Initiatives on Coastal Resources in Bucas Grande Island, Surigao Del Norte (144)
   Eva N. Mendoza and Joy Melyn J. Porquis

5. Community-based Agro-Ecotourism: It’s Contribution to the Local Government (157)
   Maria Pia M. Sison

6. State’s Labels and the Challenges of Nation-State Building in the Decentralized Politics in Indonesia (173)
   David Efendi

Chairperson/Moderator: Dr. Sikarn Issachaiyos

14:45 – 15:00 hr.  Coffee Break
At Room 103
Closing Ceremony: 15:00 – 15:30 hr.
At Room 103 Faculty of Political Science, Thammasat University

15:00 – 15:30 hr. Closing Remark

Prof. Dr. Azhari A. Samudra
President
Asia Pacific Society of Public Affairs (APSPA)
Universitas Krinadwipayana

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Ahmad Nurmandi
General Secretary
Asia Pacific Society of Public Affairs (APSPA)
Universitas Muhammadiyah Yogyakarta

New President
Asia Pacific Society of Public Affairs (APSPA)

The floors of the rooms at Faculty of Political Science, Thammasat University

- Room 102, 103 1st Floor
- Room 201 2nd Floor
- Room 403, 404, 405, 406 4th Floor